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Abstract— In this paper we have shown you to make smart 

city centrifuge of internet of things (IOT) paradigm. Smart 

society face management engine is a particular area. The 

smart city secured in internet of things (IOT) system in 

malware cyber-crime attack and other security risk. Purpose 

of this provides an extensive overview of security related 

problems in the context of smart society. To achieve the 

approach of management engine centralized home area 

network. The impressive a heterogeneity, ubiquity, 

miniaturization, autonomous and unpredictable in internet of 

things.as management engine should pay close attention to 

security and privacy protection, network protocol, identity 

management, standardization, trusted, architecture. As a 

start point for decisions in security design and management 

engine in internet of things. In data streams are processed 

using big data analysis of MapReduce parallel processing. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

During the purpose of history of mankind, smart city 

security of trying to offer their residents a better quality of 

life, a safe and comfortable environment and economic 

prosperity. This living on planet of population in live smart 

city area. In this providing this various services and 

fulfilment infrastructure needs. The everyday provide the 

objects of physical enabling word to network other object 

using the internet of thing and big data. With this 

information sharing the devices will transform into smart 

devices to reform the human life style. The application of 

advance analysis techniques on large set of data is known as 

big data analysis. This help of big data technologies and 

efficient machine learning algorithm are great analysis 

services. The smart city aims to raise the quality of services 

and optimize these services for its technology. 

This constant interaction with smart society 

administration, transparent governance, good health and 

educational system and significant cultural facilities. For the 

purpose of this a smart city as a future of an existing city 

where the use of exploitation of both tangible in orders to 

smart city of needs become the smarter. 

The summarizing the opinions expressed in the 

relevant goals for a smart city: 

(1) Smart city economy: in this competitiveness, 

entrepreneurial spirit the innovation research field. Smart 

city is used this high level jobs. 

(2) Smart city life: it is an educational facilities and cultural 

meaningful events entertainment access to cultural sight 

and historical moment for good conditional health. 

(3) Smart city governance: it is the greater transparent 

decisional process of citizens in legislative involvement 

initiatives in public private online taxing system. 

(4) Smart energy: it is distribution storage, generation of 

power, management energy metering, and optimization 

of lightening street. 

(5) Public safety of smart city: it is an environmental and 

territorial monitoring, children protection it is public 

safety video, radar, satellite surveillance. 

In this element of smart city security often neglected focus 

is placed in infrastructure is self-devices independent aware 

citizen. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Internet of thing (IOT) manger of the central place among 

these technologies. The IOT the physical thing in correct to 

other virtual things and physical using the wireless 

communication of offering contextual services. The evolved 

from the smart cities to present standard meet future 

technical innovative way. A case study use of the smart 

cities security internet things and big data. The IoT base and 

big data use in global infrastructure network uniquely 

connects identified object by the data capture. The 

incorporating technologies identification development of 

radio frequency used the IoT base. Key challenges of IoT to 

smart city application ensuring in reliability. It similarly 

regarding security authentication, the related work is also 

provided here. There are various authentication schemas are 

in literature for securing IOT object better manage 

communication these objects. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM DETAILS 

We can handle the management working devices and 

services smart city security in shown block diagram. 

 
Fig. 1: block diagram of smart city security management 

system 
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A. Trust 

The smart city security in digital cities, connected cameras, 

intelligent road system and public safety monitoring system 

can provide an added layer of protection and emergency 

support to aid citizens when added.  

But what about protecting smart cities themselves 

from vulnerabilities? The smart concept of trust is critical as 

the integrated design and underlying technical architecture. 

Heavily reliant on the efficient and secure communication of 

large amount data. The new application and services have 

emerged that use this data as they facilitate the 

communication between citizen and different levels of 

government. The power of data tracking, data integrated 

personal information on shopping habits location personal 

information shopping habits using the IOT base 

infrastructure in security and privacy. 

B. Operational technologies 

It is development with in wireless and sensor based 

technologies has paved the way for widespread deployment 

of IOT based technologies within smart city environment. 

The operation smart city requires the integration of key 

technologies such as: IOT, big data, sensor, machine 

learning in this application. 

 
Fig. 2: an illustration of IOT based smart city 

In this IOT based smart city security in the cellular tower 

connects the smart transaction using the IoT devices. In this 

future of technology we are quickly becoming dependent on 

computers to run the smart cities smart city technology 

addresses issues like energy transportation and utilities. 

Security can be challenge due to the involvement of many 

technologies and the interconnection of different network 

and component. 

IV. OUTCOME OF SMART CITY 

It is safety implementing, operating and maintaining 

technology; enabling strong encryption and passwords; 

disabling services that are no longer used for needed. 

V. OBJECTIVE OF SMART CITY SECURITY 

It is the four core security objective of smart city security: 

(1) Availability: it is the real time and reliable data access 

the smart city can’t thrive. The information is collected 

and shared is critical and security solutions must avoid 

adverse effect on availability. 

(2) Integrity: smart cities depend upon accurate data that is 

effective part. 

(3) Confidentially: Steps must be taken to prevent 

unauthorized disclosure of sensitive information. 

(4) Accountability: These logs should be difficult to protect 

and it is reliable. 

It is the stronger authentication management solutions need 

to be integrated into the ecosystem to ensure the data is 

shared only with authorized security of smart city. 

VI. ADVANTAGES OF SMART CITY 

(1) It helps people to live, work and play with others while 

requiring fewer resources. 

(2) It makes life easier by operating community systems 

efficiently including physical system. 

(3) Smart energy system helps in conserving energy which 

helps in reducing costs. 

(4) Production- it provides organic food, safe products and 

reduces delivery cost. 

VII. DISADVANTAGES OF SMART CITY 

(1) Business models to roll out smart technologies are still 

under developed. 

(2) Cities have hard to working in departments. 

(3) There are so much concerns of privacy of data 

(4) Social control- the ability to track and centralized data 

gives great power to the person who handles the 

information. 

VIII. FUTURE WORK 

In completion of this analysis we are able to conclude that is 

attainable the different techniques for the management 

system. The cloud and new security measures such as block 

chain help make smart cities impervious to breaches all this 

via the IOT means cities are not only better able to manage 

services and facilities it is also faster and far more cost 

effective to deliver seamless experiences to connected 

residents of smart city. 

IX. CONCLUSION 

As the continues to be more interconnected security threats 

become greater. To makes matters worse criminals and 

hackers are increasing their skills and leveraging new 

technologies .therefore smart city security should be a 

priority and security specialists should be involved early in 

the design process. There is need for everyone who is 

involved in a smart city and IOT to work together and take 

responsibility for security related issues. 
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